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Metadata on the complete Billboard Hot 100 charts were obtained through the (now defunct) Billboard API, consisting of artist name, track name, and chart position in every week of the charts from 1957 to early 2010. We use only songs from 1960 through 2009 since these years have complete coverage. Using a Last.fm's proprietary matching procedure, we associated Last.fm MP3 audio recordings with the chart entries. Each recording is 30 seconds long. We use 17,094 songs, covering 86% of the weekly Billboard charts (84% before 2000, 95% from 2000 onward ( figure M1 ). This amounts to 69% of unique audio recordings. The total duration of the music data is 143 hours. To validate our impression that data quality was good, a random sub-sample of 9928 songs was vetted by hundreds of volunteers recruited on the internet. The participants were presented with two recordings, and for each were asked to to answer the question "Does recording [...] have very poor audio quality?". We analysed those 5593 recordings that were judged at least twice. A recording was considered poor quality if it was marked as such by a majority vote. Overall, this was the case in only 3.8% of the recordings, with a bias towards worse quality recordings in the 1960s (9.1%; 1970 and later: 1.8%). To examine the effect of bad songs, we removed them and compared the estimated mean q of each topic (Section M.6) for the total population versus the population of 'good' songs for each year of the 1960s. In no case did we find that they were significantly different. We conclude that recording quality will have a negligible effect on our results.
All songs were decoded to PCM WAV format (44100 Hz, 16 bit). The songs were then band-passfiltered using the Audio Degradation Toolbox [1] to reduce differences in recording equalisation in the bass and high treble frequencies (stop-band frequencies: 67 Hz, 6000 Hz).
M.2 Measuring Harmony.
The harmony features consist of 12-dimensional chroma features (also: pitch class profiles) [2] . Chroma is widely used in MIR as a robust feature for chord and key detection [3] , audio thumbnailing [4] , and automatic structural segmentation [5] . In every frame chroma represents the activations (i.e. the strength) c = (c 1 , . . . , c 12 ) corresponding to the 12 pitch classes in the chromatic musical scale (i.e. that of the piano): A, B , B C, . . . , G, A . We use the NNLS Chroma implementation [6] to extract chroma at the same frame rate as the timbre features (step size: 1024 samples = 23ms, i.e. 43 per second), but with the default frame size of 16384 samples. The chroma representation (often called chromagram) of the complete 30 s excerpt of "Bohemian Rhapsody" is shown in figure 1 (main text).
M.3 Measuring Timbre.
The timbre features consist of 12 Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), one delta-MFCC value, and one Zero-crossing Count (ZCC) feature. MFCCs are spectral-domain audio features for the description of timbre and are routinely used in speech recognition [7] and Music Information Retrieval (MIR) tasks [8] . For every frame, they provide a low-dimensional parametrisation of the overall shape of the signal's Mel-spectrum, i.e. a spectral representation that takes into account human near-logarithmic perception of sound in magnitude (log-magnitude) and frequency (Mel scale). We use the first 12 MFCCs (excluding the 0 th component) and additionally one delta-MFCC, calculated as the difference between any two consecutive values of the 0 th MFCC component. The MFCCs were extracted using a plugin from the Vamp library (link retrieved 27.03.2014) with the default parameters (block size: 2048 samples = 46ms, step size: 1024 samples = 23ms). This amounts to ≈ 43 frames per second. The ZCC (also: zero-crossing rate, ZCR) is a time-domain audio feature which has been used in speech recognition [9] and has been applied successfully to discern drum sounds [10] . It is calculated by simply counting the number of times consecutive samples in a frame are of opposite sign. ZCC is high for noisy signals and transient sounds at the onset of consonants and percussive events. To extract the ZCC we also used a Vamp plugin, extracting features at the same frame rate (43 per second, step size: 1024 sampes = 23ms), but with a block size of 1024 samples. MFCCs and zero crossing counts of "Bohemian Rhapsody" are shown in figure 1 (main text).
M.4 Making musical lexica
Since we aim to apply topic models to our data (see Section M.6), we need to discretise our raw features into musical lexica. We have one timbral lexicon (T-Lexicon) and one harmonic lexicon (H-Lexicon).
Timbre.
In order to define the T-Lexicon we followed an unsupervised feature learning approach by quantising the feature space into 35 discrete classes as follows. First, we randomly selected 20 frames from each of 11350 randomly selected songs (227 from every year), a total of 227,000 frames. The features were then standardised, and de-correlated using principal component analysis (PCA). The PCA components were once more standardised. We then applied model-based clustering (Gaussian mixture models, GMM) to the standardised de-correlated data, using the built-in Matlab function gmdistribution.fit with full covariance matrix [11] . The GMM with 35 mixtures (clusters) was chosen as it minimised the Bayes Information Criterion. We then transformed all songs according to the same PCA, scaling and cluster mapping transformations. In particular, every audio frame was assigned to its most likely cluster according to the GMM. Frames with cluster probabilities of < 0.5 were removed.
Harmony.
Our H-Lexicon consists of all 192 possible changes between the most frequently used chord types in popular music [12] : major (M), minor (m), dominant 7 (7) and minor 7 chords (m7). We use chord changes because they offer a key-independent way of describing the temporal dynamics of harmony. As a chord is defined by its root pitch class (A,Bb,B,C,. . . ,Ab ) and its type, our system gives rise to 4×12 = 48 chords. Each of the chords can be represented as a binary chord template with 12 elements corresponding to the twelve pitch classes. For example, the four chords with root A are these.
CT AM = (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) CT Am = (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) CT A7 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0) CT Am7 = (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0) At every frame we estimate the locally most likely chord by correlating the chroma vectors (Section M.2) with the binary chord templates (see, e.g. [13] ), i.e. a given chroma frame c = (c 1 , . . . , c 12 ) is correlated to a chord template CT = (CT 1 , . . . , CT 12 ) by using Pearson's rho,
where the bar over variables denotes the sample mean and σ · denotes the sample standard deviation of the corresponding vector. To smooth these correlation scores over time, we apply a median filter of length 43 (1 second). An example of the resulting smoothed chord activation matrix is shown in figure M2 . We then choose the chord with the highest median-smoothed correlation and combine the two chord labels spaced 1 second apart into one chord change label, retaining only the relative root positions of the chords and both chord types [14] , as demonstrated in figure M2 . If the chord change was ambiguous (mean correlation of the two chords < 0.4), the chord change label was set to an additional 193 rd label NA.
In summary, we have obtained two lexica of frame-wise discrete labels, one for timbre (35 classes) and one for harmony (193 chord changes). Each allows us to describe a piece of music as a count vector giving counts of timbre classes and chord changes, respectively.
M.5 Semantic lexicon annotation
Since we can now express our music in terms of lexica of discrete items, we can attach human-readable labels to these items. In the case of the 193 chord changes (H-Lexicon), an intrinsic musical interpretation exists. The most frequent chord changes are given in additional online tables (Section 3), along with some explanations and counts over the whole corpus.
The 35 classes in the T-Lexicon do not have a priori interpretations, so we obtained human annotations on a subset of our data. First, we randomly selected 100 songs, two from each year, and concatenated the audio that belonged to the same of the 35 sound classes from our T-Lexicon using an overlap-add approach. That is, each audio file contained frames from only one of the timbre classes introduced in Section M.4, but from up to 100 songs. The resulting 35 sound class files can be accessed on SoundCloud 1 ). We noticed that each of the files does indeed have a timbre characteristic; some captured a particular vowel sound, others noisy hi-hat and crash cymbal sounds, others again very short, percussive sounds. We then asked ten human annotators to individually describe these sounds. Each annotator listened to all 35 files and, for each, subjectively chose 5 terms that described the sound from a controlled vocabulary consisting of the following 34 labels manually compiled from initial free-vocabulary annotations:
mellow, aggressive, dark, bright, calm, energetic, smooth, percussive, quiet, loud, harmonic, noisy, melodic, rounded, harsh, vocal, instrumental, speech, instrument: drums, instrument: guitar, instrument: piano, instrument: orchestra, instrument: male voice, instrument: female voice, instrument: synthesiser, 'ah', 'ay', 'ee', 'er', 'oh', 'ooh', 'sh', 'ss', [random -I find it hard to judge].
On average, the most agreed-upon label per class was chosen by 7.5 (mean) of the 10 annotators, indicating good agreement. Even the second-and third-ranking labels were chosen by more than half of the annotators (means 6.4 and 5.68). Figure M3 shows the agreement of the top labels from rank 1 to 8. 
M.6 Topic extraction
For timbre and harmony separately, a topic model is estimated from the song-wise counts, using the implementation of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [15] provided in the topicmodels library [16] for R. LDA is a hierarchical generative model of a corpus. The original model was formulated in the context of a text corpus in which a) every document (here: song) is represented as a discrete distribution over N T topics b) every every topic is represented as a discrete distribution over all possible words (here: H-Lexicon or T-Lexicon entries)
Since the T-and H-Lexicon count vectors introduced in Section M.4 are of the same format as word counts, we can apply the same modelling procedure. That is, by means of probabilistic inference on the model, the LDA method estimates the topic distributions of each song (probabilities of a song using a particular topic) and the topics' lexical distribution (probabilities over the H-and T-lexica) from the lexicon count vectors. We used the LDA function, which implements the variational expectation-maximization (VEM) algorithm to estimate the parameters, setting the number of topics to 8. Hence, we obtained one model with 8 T-Topics, and one with 8 H-Topics. Topic models allow us to encode every song as a distribution over T-and H-Topics,
The probabilities can be interpreted as the proportion of frames in the song belonging to the topic. When it is clear from the context which T-or H-Topic we are concerned with we denote these by the letter q, and their mean over a group of songs byq. Mean values by year for all topics are shown in figure 2 in the main text with 95% confidence intervals based on quantile bootstrapping.
In the same manner, we calculate means and bootstrap confidence intervals for all artists with at least 10 chart entries and all Last.fm tags (introduced in Section M.8) with at least 200 occurrences. The artists with the highest and lowest mean q of each topic and the respective listing of tags can be found in additional online tables (Sections 1 and 2).
M.7 Semantic topic annotations
In this section we show how to map the semantic interpretations of our harmony and timbre lexica (see Section M.5) to the 8 T-Topics and 8 H-Topics. This allows us to work with the topics rather than the large number of chord changes and sound classes.
Harmony.
Each H-Topic is defined as a distribution P (E H i ) over all H-lexicon entries E H i , i = 1, . . . , 193 (the 193 different chord changes). The most most probable chord changes for each topic can be found in our additional online tables (Section 3). For example, the most likely chord change in H-Topic 4 is a Major chord followed by another Major chord 7 semitones higher, e.g. C to G. The interpretation of a topic, then, is the coincidence of such chord changes in a piece of music. Interpretations of the 8 H-Topics can be found in Table 1 .
Timbre.
In order to obtain interpretations for the T-Topics we map the semantic annotations of the T-lexicon (Section M.5) to the topics. The semantic annotations of the T-lexicon come as a matrix of counts W * = (w * ij ) of annotation labels j = 1, . . . , 34 for each of the sound classes i = 1, . . . , 35. We first normalise the columns w * ·,j by root-mean-square normalisation to obtain a scaled matrix W ij with the elements
The matrix W = (w ij ) expresses the relevance of the j th label for the i th sound class. Since T-Topics are compositions of sound classes, we can now simply map these relevance values to the topics by multiplication. The weight L j of the j th label for a T-Topic in which sound class E T i appears with probability
The top 3 labels for each T-Topic can be found in Table 1 . The Last.fm recordings are also associated with tags, generated by Last.fm users, which we obtained via a proprietary process. The tags are usually genre-related (POP, SOUL), but a few also contain information about the instrumentation (e.g. PIANO), feel (e.g. SUMMER), references to particular artists and others. We removed references to particular artists and joined some tags that were semantically identical. After the procedure we had tags for 16085 (94%) of the songs, with a mean tag count of 2.7 per song (median: 3, mode: 4).
M.9 Identifying musical Styles clusters: k-means and silhouette scores
In order to identify musical styles from our data measurements, we first used the 17094 × 16 (i.e. songs × topics) data matrix of all topic probabilities q T and q H , and de-correlated the data using PCA (see also figure S2 ). The resulting data matrix has 14 non-degenerate principal components, which we used to cluster the data using k-means clustering. We chose a cluster number of 13 based on analysing of the mean silhouette width [17] over a range of k = 2, . . . , 25 clusters, each started with 50 random initialisations. The result of the best clustering at k = 13 is chosen, and each song is thus classified to a style s ∈ {1, . . . , 13} ( figure M4 ). Figure M4 : Mean silhouette scores. The optimal number of clusters, k = 13 is highlighted in blue.
M.10 Diversity metrics
In order assess the diversity of a set of songs (usually the songs having entered the charts in a certain year) we calculate four different metrics: number of songs (D N ), effective number of styles (style diversity, D C ), effective number of topics (topic diversity, D T ) and disparity (total standard deviation, D Y ). The following paragraphs explain these metrics.
Number of songs.
The simplest measure of complexity is the number of songs D N . We use it to show that other diversity metrics are not intrinsically linked to this measure.
Effective number of Styles.
In the ecology literature, diversity refers to the effective number of species in an ecosystem. Maximum diversity is achieved when the species' frequencies are all equal, i.e. when they are uniformly distributed. Likewise, minimum diversity is assumed when all organisms belong to the same species. According to [18] , diversity for a population of N s species can formally be defined as
where s i , i = 1, . . . , N s represents the relative frequency distribution over the N s species such that i s i = 1. In particular, the maximum value assumed when all species' relative frequencies are equal is D = N s . If, on the other hand, only one species remains, and all others have frequencies of zero, then D = 1, the minimum value. We use this exact definition to describe the year-wise diversity of acoustical Style clusters in our data (recall that each song has only one Style, but a mixture of Topics). For every year we calculate the proportion songs s i , i = 1, . . . , 13 belonging to each of the 13 Styles, and hence we use N s = 13 to calculate D S ∈ [1, 13] .
Effective number of Topics.
The probability q of a certain topic in a song (see Section M.6) provides an estimate of the proportion of frames in a song that belong to that topic. By averaging over the year, we can get an estimate of the proportionq of frames in the whole year, i.e. for all T-and H-Topics we obtain the yearly measurements
Figuratively, we throw all audio frames of all songs into one big bucket pertaining to a year, and estimate the proportion of each topic in the bucket. From these yearly estimates of topic frequencies we can now calculate the effective number of T-and H-Topics in the same way we calculated the effective number of Styles (figure S1).
where we define D T as the overall measure of topic diversity. D T is shown in the main manuscript ( figure  4) . The individual H-and T-Topic diversities D T T and D H T are provided in figure S1 . It is evident that the significant diversity decline in the 1980s is mainly due to a decline in timbral topic diversity, while harmonic diversity shows no sign of sustained decline.
Disparity.
In contrast to diversity, disparity corresponds to morphological variety, variety of measurements. Two ecosystems of equal diversity can have different disparity, depending on the extent to which the phenotypes of species differ. A variety of measures, such as average pairwise character dissimilarity and the total variance (sum of univariate variance) [19, 20] have been used to measure disparity. We adopt the square root of total variance, a metric called total standard deviation [21, p. 37] as our measure of disparity, i.e. given a set of N observations on T traits as a matrix X = (x n,m ), we define it as
Var(x ·,m ).
We apply our disparity measure D Y to the 14-dimensional matrix of principal components (derived from the topics, as described in Section M.9).
M.11 Identifying musical revolutions
In order to identify points at which the composition of the charts significantly changes, we employ Foote novelty detection [22] , a technique often used in MIR [23] . First we pool the 14-dimensional principal component data (see Section M.9) into quarters by their first entry into the charts (January-March, April-June, July-September, October-December) using the quarterly mean of each principal component. We then construct a matrix (see figure 5 in main text) of pairwise distances between each quarter. Foote's method consists of convolving such a distance matrix with a so-called checkerboard kernel along the main diagonal of the matrix. Checkerboard kernels represent the stylised case of homogeneity within regions (low values in the upper right and bottom-left quadrants) and dissimilarity between regions (high values in the other two quadrants). In such a situation, i.e. when one homogenous era transitions to another, the convolution results in high values.
A kernel with a half-width of 12 quarters (3 years) compares the 3 years prior to the current quarter to those following the current quarter ( figure M5 ). We follow Foote [22] in using checkerboard kernels with Gaussian taper (standard deviation: 0.4 times the half-width). The kernel matrix entries corresponding to the central, "current" quarter are set to zero.
Many different kernel widths are possible. Figure 5B in the main text shows the novelty score for kernels with half-widths between 4 quarters (1 year) and 50 quarters (12.5 years). We can clearly make out three major 'revolutions' (early 1960s, early 1980s, early 1990s) that result in high novelty scores for a wide range of kernel sizes. In order to be able to assess the significance of these regions we compared their novelty scores against novelty values obtained from randomly permuted distance matrices. We first repeated the process 1000 times on distance matrices with randomly permuted quarters. For every kernel size we then calculated the quantiles at confidence levels α = 0.95, 0.99 and 0.999. The results are shown as contour lines in figure 5B in the main text.
For further analysis we choose the time scale depicted with a half-width lag of 12 quarters (3 years). This results in three change regions at confidence p < 0.01. The 'revolution' points are the points of maximum Foote novelty within the three regions of significant change.
M.12 Identifying Styles that change around each revolution
To identify the styles (clusters) that change around each revolution, we obtained the frequencies of each style for the 24 quarters flanking the peak of a revolution, and estimated the rate of change per annum by a quadratic model. We then used a tag-enrichment analysis to identify those tags associated with each style just around each revolution, see Table S2 . 
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